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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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02
LETTER FROM THE
PRESIDENT
I probably should begin this report by talking about 2019, the things that we all achieved together, the launch of
a new strategic plan that continues to focus on innovation in order to turn aid for the most disadvantaged young
people into a gateway to employment and their social development. But as I write these lines, 2019 seems like
a lifetime ago.
The coronavirus pandemic has changed our order of priorities. It has forced us to react on the fly and adapt to
a new reality that will forever change our training and work habits in some matters, and compelled us to adapt
to a social and economic emergency that has affected the whole of society in others—in particular, the most
vulnerable groups, including the young people we work with at Fundación Exit.
With no time to lose, we did everything we could to adapt all our projects to ensure that the bridge between
companies and young people wouldn't collapse. These two groups have been especially affected—the former
due to the lack of economic activity and as a result, the latter due to the lack of job opportunities. If we adapt
our strategy to our needs in the short term, the outlook on the immediate horizon also has to include a more
reflective dimension on how we can adapt to the new times. This is because it's quite likely that we’ll just have
to live with the uncertainty of a virus that circulates and may cause temporary spikes in infection while no treatment or vaccine is found.
For many sectors, this will mean a change in the way they work, which is true for Exit as well. A large part of
online training is here to stay. Assuring its quality means accompanying the change with new methodologies, as
well as ensuring that the digital divide is bridged for the youngest groups at increased risk instead of bringing
them closer to the abyss. Digitalization also allows us to reach more people at a critical time when the labor
market crisis will call for better training and adaptability. This is why multiplying our impact has led us to think
about training trainers from other entities, foundations and social partners to which we can transfer knowledge
and methodologies. To summarize, we close a year full of hopes, but which seems like a lifetime ago. We start
a new cycle, with the same enthusiasm and commitment, where the impact—for which we deeply appreciate
your support every year—will be even more relevant.
Rafael Vilasanjuan
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03
LETTER FROM THE
DIRECTOR
In line with our president’s reflection, it’s impossible to talk about 2019 without considering the impact of this
new crisis. And I emphasize that it's a “new crisis” because many of the young people who come to Exit do so
when they're 16, which means that they've been living through a systemic crisis since they were 4. The group
of young people and their families still haven’t emerged from “the other crisis” and they’re now smack in the
middle of this one as a result of the COVID-19 health emergency. Some might ask whether it’s the system itself
that is undergoing a crisis, which leads us to a deep reflection that raises the question: how will this affect them
and what can we do (you and me, us) to help them?
At Exit, we believe that these times will be especially hard for young people because the downturn will particularly affect the sectors that threw a lifeline during the previous recession (with a hiring model that was at times
questionable, but nevertheless provided a quick “entry” into the labor market). Now it won’t be like that. The
polarization of the labor market will likely become even more pronounced, more training will be required to
get a job and we will need to identify new “niches” in the market much more quickly to let young people know
about them.
This is a challenge that goes beyond young people—it’s a collective challenge and an opportunity to find new
strategic sectors that will require a pool of well-trained professionals. We sum this up with #S2EChallenge
(School Success and Employability). They are two sides of the same coin: only by achieving School Success
among this generation of young people will the profiles that the companies of tomorrow need be available, thus
assuring their Employability.
It goes without saying that the challenge I’m talking about is shared, as we want to include companies that are
committed to this generation of young people in which we simply refuse to lose faith, and we also want to include people like you. Do you accept the challenge?
Nacho Sequeira
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MISSION, VISION
AND VALUES
1
MISSION
To reduce the school dropout
rates of at-risk youth by
implementing scalable and
innovative training projects
that oﬀer an itinerary and
add value to companies while
promoting networking and
job placement.

3
VALUES

2
VISION
For at-risk youth to be at the
center of an ecosystem in which
the business world, the social
world and government join forces
to co-design training itineraries
that optimize their job placement
potential.
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Trust in young people
Equal opportunities
Innovation
Sustainability
Professionalism
Bridge between the social world
and the business world
Networking
Diversity
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05
2019
ACTIVITY
The aim of Fundación Exit is to serve as a bridge between the
education and social sectors and the business world. Through
the Coach, eDuo, Personalized Training and Yob* projects, we
focus on the different stages in the standard itinerary for the job
placement of young people: orientation, specialization and job
placement.
These projects stand out for their highly innovative focus and their
win-win approach: the young people taking part improve their education and employability and the companies improve their CSR and
HR policies. Likewise, social and educational entities have a positive
impact on their range of training by adapting it to the realities of
the job market.
In order to focus on the opportunities of an ever-changing job market and connecting them with the needs of young people, in 2019,
we began to explore and concentrate on sectors such as technology and renewable energies, launching the Energy Itinerary—a sector with great potential in terms of the job placement of socially
vulnerable youth.

*The participation data specified for the projects of Fundación Exit
refer to data for the 2018–2019 school year.
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EXIT
ITINERARY
PHASE 1: GUIDANCE
Project
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h 202
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Educational
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Basic course

+

Company
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Coaching

Peer mentoring
Developing skills
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PHASE 2: SPECIALIZATION
Project

Project

+

Educational
institution
1st year intermediate level
vocational training cycle

Company
Corporate
volunteering

Mentoring
Educational challenges
Masterclass
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PHASE 3: JOB PLACEMENT

+

Educational
Institution
2nd year Vocational
Training

Company
Corporate
volunteering

Mentoring
Skills development
Personal brand creation

EXIT
ITINERARY
JOB PLACEMENT SPECIALIZED TRAINING
Our Personalized Training Project is for
young people who need to enter the market
as soon as possible.

Project

FaMExit

Professional Certiﬁcates (PCs)
and Incorpora Training Points (ITPs)
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Training
Center
Social entity

+

Company
Corporate
volunteering

Technical training
Skills development
Internships at companies

FAST
TRACK!
BETWEEN
2 AND 6
MONTHS
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05.1 OUR
PROJECTS
5.1.1 COACH PROJECT
GUIDANCE
KNOWLEDGE IS THE FIRST STEP
The Coach Project is a corporate volunteering initiative aimed at guiding and motivating socially vulnerable youth who have dropped out of school.
It targets socially responsible companies that want
to involve their staff in a specific solidarity initiative
during a specified period of time and with guaranteed
results.

To this end, we train corporate volunteers in coaching
and mentoring techniques so that they can introduce
the young people who are enrolled in basic vocational
training to the business world from the inside, help
them discover their calling and, most of all, motivate
them to continue their education.

Watch the Coach Project video
22 2019 REPORT

THE

PROJECT IN NUMBERS

In the 2018–2019 school year

75%

of young
people continued their
training after the
project*

Areas of Action

Zaragoza

Barcelona

Madrid
Valencia

Palma
Alicante

Granada
Seville

*Data obtained from calls made to young participants from the 2018–19 school year (one year after completion).
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Participants include

673

613

young people

corporate
volunteers

85

77

companies

educational
institutions

Feedback from young participants

82%

successfully
passed the
school year

89%

improved their
self-esteem

86%

learned how
the company works
from within

Feedback from corporate volunteers

96%

rated the
experience
positively
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88%

rated the
company’s
involvement
positively

95%

believed they
improved their
management
skills

2019 HIGHLIGHTS
Four editions of the In-Company Coach Project took
place at Banco Santander across Spain: Barcelona,
Madrid (Luca de Tena headquarters), Granada, and
Palma—with these last two cities as new locations—,
aside from the two editions that we normally hold at
Banco Santander Ciudad Financiera in Madrid.

its headquarters in Madrid, Barcelona and Seville for
the second year in a row. What’s more, in 2019, we
renewed the agreement with Coca-Cola Foundation to
carry out the GIRA Jóvenes Project and to offer training opportunities that will improve their entry into the
labor market.

We also got to Bilbao for the very first time through
the In-Company editions by Coca-Cola European Partners and we simultaneously carried out the project at

In terms of the team of external collaborators, we
strengthened our efforts in Zaragoza with the addition of Isaac Sierra, a certified coach.
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5.1.2 EDUO PROJECT
SPECIALIZATION
IN THE COMPANY FROM
THE VERY FIRST DAY
As a result of the new labor and economic paradigms
that emerged after the financial crisis of 2011, we focus on getting young people to at least complete intermediate level vocational training that assures
their prospects for quality jobs.
Since then, in the eDuo Project, we have worked with
vocational training centers to create a model in which
classroom education is alternated with on-the-job
training so as to reduce high dropout rates during the
first year of intermediate vocational training (between
30% and 50%).
For the first year of vocational training, we have
also introduced challenge-based learning, which has
served as the common thread for corporate involvement and has helped participants through masterclasses and group mentoring sessions.

Watch the video of the 1st Graduating Class of
the eDuo Project for Intermediate Vocational
Training in Electronics, Electricity and Machining
26 2019 REPORT

THE

PROJECT IN NUMBERS

In the 2018–2019 school year

91%

83%

of these young people
continued their training
in the same
specialization*

of young people
continued their studies
upon completing the
program*

Areas of
action

Barcelona
Madrid
Granada

Participants include

179
young
people

13

companies

17

social and
educational
entities

*Data obtained from calls made to young participants from the 2018–19 school year (one year after completion).
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INTERMEDIATE VOCATIONAL TRAINING CYCLE
OF THE EDUO PROJECT
17

young
people

DESIGUAL
SPECIALIZATION
Business activities

26

young
people
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79

young
people

MAHOU SAN MIGUEL
FOUNDATION
SPECIALIZATION
Restaurant server and
dining room assistant

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INSTALLATIONS
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
Escola del Treball

24

young
people

33

young
people

MECHANICAL
PRODUCTION

AXA
SPECIALIZATION
Bodywork
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
INS Mare de Déu
de La Mercè

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
Escola del Treball

2019 HIGHLIGHTS
2019 was a key year for the eDuo project as it was possible to employ the methodology for the entire school
year and therefore collect and compare results and
implement improvements for the 2019–2020 school
year.
In Barcelona, we continued working with the students
of the Vocational Training in Telecommunications Installations and Mechanical Production at the Escola
del Treball and the students of the Vocational Training
in Bodywork at the INS La Mercè. At the same time,
in Madrid, we would like to highlight the agreement
that we closed with the Bankia Foundation for Dual
Training and the one with the IES Francisco Tomás y
Valiente to launch a pilot project in the energy efficiency and renewable energy sectors for the 2019–2020
school year.

We also continued to carry out the “Creating Opportunities” Project of the Mahou San Miguel Foundation
where, in collaboration with the Simone Ortega Cooking School, the Madrid School of Hospitality and Tourism and the C.P.I.F.P. Hurtado de Mendoza of Granada, we continued to work with first-year students of
intermediate level vocational training. Likewise, in
2019, we had a new graduating class of students who
underwent dual intermediate vocational training with
three educational centers and the participation of
Desigual.
We would like to thank the JP Morgan Chase Foundation and the Nous Cims Private Foundation for their
continued support for the project in 2019.
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5.1.3 FAM PROJECT

TRAINING
SPECIALIZATION IN RECORD TIME
It is increasingly important for young people to be
properly trained in order to have a chance at quality jobs, but not everyone taking part can undergo
intermediate level vocational training for 2 years. In
some cases, personal or family circumstances require
a faster itinerary, which is why we designed Personalized Training.
30 2019 REPORT

As part of this project, we team up with a company
(or group of companies) to design training that is perfectly aligned with labor market needs, thereby optimizing the chances of participants being hired upon
completing the program.

FaMExit PROJECT IN NUMBERS

THE

In the 2018–2019 school year

64%

68%

of young
people
obtained work
experience*

Areas of
action

36%

of young people
who work are
dedicated to the
specialization
chosen for the FaM
Project*

of them were
hired by the
company
involved in the
Personalized
Training*

Bilbao
Burgos

Barcelona

Madrid

Participants include

233

23

34

72

young
people

companies

corporate
volunteers

social and educational
entities

*Data obtained from calls made to young participants from the 2018–19 school year (one year after completion).
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS
This year, we launched the first edition of “Beautify
Your Future”, a project by L’Oreal which is committed
to creating opportunities for social integration through
specialized training in the beauty sector.
We also continued with the “Creating Opportunities in
Hospitality” Professional Certificates by the Mahou San
Miguel Foundation in Barcelona, Bilbao, Burgos, Madrid and Granada.
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What’s more, we were able to hold another edition of
the Professional Certificate in Cleaning Open Spaces
and Industrial Facilities with CLD (Sorigué), expanding
training and employment opportunities for socially
vulnerable young people.

5.1.4 YOB PROJECT

JOB PLACEMENT
BECOME THE BEST PROFESSIONAL
The Yob Project is a two-month module aimed at
young people in which intensive training on how to
position their applications in hiring processes and to
start building a network of contacts is provided with
the assistance of corporate volunteers. The methodology is based on cross-curricular competencies and
intended to develop skills and capabilities beyond
their educational background in order to reach their
professional goals.

With the help of corporate volunteers and the support of Fundación Exit, young people practice how to
handle job interviews through Speed Dating events,
begin to create their own personal brand, and build
and maintain a network of contacts, key elements to
enter today’s fluid and relationship-based job market.
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THE

PROJECT IN NUMBERS

In the 2018–2019 school year

70%

30%

of young people obtained
work experience within
12 months of ﬁnishing the
school year*

of these young
people signed an
employment
contract for more
than 6 months*

Areas of
action

Barcelona
Madrid

Palma

Granada

Participants include

231
young
people

17

companies

Málaga

49

corporate
volunteers

43

social and
educational entities

*Data obtained from calls made to young participants from the 2018–19 school year (one year after completion).
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2019 HIGHLIGHTS
Over the course of 2019, we carried out the Yob project in Barcelona and Granada. In Barcelona, with
students undergoing Intermediate Level Vocational Training in Bodywork at the IES Mare de Deu de
la Mercè where—thanks to the collaboration of AXA
Todo Corazón—4 corporate volunteers and 9 young
people participated. In the case of Granada, we carried
out the project with 14 intermediate level vocational
training students at the Granada School of Hospitality
and Tourism and the CPIFP Hurtado de Mendoza as a
partner of the Mahou San Miguel Foundation through
the “Creating Opportunities in Hospitality” project.
In April 2019, we held a train the trainer course for a
total of 12 teachers from 5 centers in the Community
of Madrid. The aim of this presentation was to make

a proposal for teachers in identifying and developing
competencies for them to get a firsthand look at the
methodology we use with young people, and for them
to subsequently put it into practice in the classroom
with our support and monitoring.
Finally, two educational centers in Madrid (IES Tetuán
de las Victorias and IES Francisco Tomás y Valiente)
brought it to their classrooms in 2020 with 30 young
people in their second year of Intermediate Vocational
Training for Administrative Management Officers.
Lastly, we held four Speed Dating events with Coca-Cola European Partners in Barcelona, Bilbao, Madrid and
Seville and a Speed Dating event with Coca-Cola Iberia
at its headquarters in Madrid.
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5.1.5 EXIT TEAM UP!

It was a year of significant progress with the creation
and implementation of the Exit Team Up! Alumni
Community.
Firstly, by holding two dinners with 18 young alumni
in which the four initiatives—two led by young people
and two proposed by Fundación Exit— that would be
carried out during the 2019–2020 school year were
defined.   We also organized a training session given
36 2019 REPORT

by Llorente & Cuenca on public spokesmanship and
speaking in which 7 young alumni participated. The
aim was to prepare them to be spokespeople for the
community and the activities of Fundación Exit.
During the last quarter of the year, we contacted two
consultants: Marges and Jocs al Segon, in order to
design the Exit Team Up! Community governance together with the alumni over the course of 2020.

INITIATIVES
SUPER MAMIS
Led by Exit alumni Mayelin Espinal and Michelle López
and funded by Unilever, this initiative aims to facilitate
and improve the situation of socially vulnerable families. Through the personal and professional development of mothers and fathers, it focuses on improving
parenting for sons and daughters.
IN SHAPE
Initiative in the design phase headed by the alumnus
Shahid Ashraf and aimed at improving the social integration of young people being fostered and formerly
in foster care through sport.

EXIT AMBASSADORS
Actions that seek to train alumni as representatives
of our training projects. They will be trained in storytelling, public speaking and media interaction techniques.
EXIT OPPORTUNITIES
Through our social media and WhatsApp dissemination groups, at Fundación Exit, we create an open
and dynamic communication channel that allows us
to share training and job opportunities with young
alumni.
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5.1.6 IMPACT OF OUR PROJECTS
During the 2018–2019 school year

1,256 young people participated in our projects:
FaMExit

with the goal
792 projects
of continuing their
participated in the
education

and 77% continued
their training upon
completing the program
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projects
464 the
with the goal

participated in
of job placement

and 50% obtained
work experience
within 12 months of
ﬁnishing the school
year
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05.2 SPECIFIC
PROJECTS
5.2.1PASSWORK PROJECT
The PASSWORK Project is led by Fundación Adsis and
Fundación Exit, with support from the Servei d’Ocupació de Catalunya (SOC) and the European Social
Fund, as part of the Youth Guarantee 2015–2020 European Employment Strategy, in line with the “New
Opportunities” programs.

To promote the
return to the
post-compulsory
education system
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The two entities have joined forces to promote a social-occupational support model for young people
that includes the hallmarks of both organizations: experience with socially vulnerable youth and corporate
involvement in the process of training young people.

To improve
employability by
fostering job placement
and consolidation
within the job market

To identify and
implement an eﬀective
youth intervention
model that can be
replicated

THE #PASSWORK PROJECT IN NUMBERS
In the 2018–2019 school year

1,037

388

383

36

young people
were assisted*

young people
received guidance*

young people
participated in
certiﬁed training*

training initiatives
were carried out*

197

companies participated in one of
the training initiatives*

* As of December 31, 2019. Provisional data.
These are training itineraries that continue after December 2019

Additional information is available at

www.projectepasswork.org
Watch the #PASSWORK Project video
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5.2.2 “LA CAIXA” INCORPORA
PROGRAM

Since its launch in 2006, we have participated in the “la
Caixa” Incorpora job market intermediation program.
With operations throughout Spain, its aim is to promote the integration of people who face challenges in
entering the job market.
Throughout 2019, Fundación Exit has assisted 392
young people, managed 138 job offers and facilitated
138 job placements for young people actively seeking
employment.

pora Training Encounters, 21 of whom found jobs
after completing their training. The companies were
involved and collaborated in the provision of training
sessions, as well as in the creation of skills and technical content.

We also created four Incorpora Training Encounters
(ITE):
1 ITE in Online Retail and Sales (Desigual and FNAC)
2 ITE for HR and Administration Assistant
1 ITE for Sales Assistant
A total of 75 young people participated in the Incor42 2019 REPORT

Additional information is available at
www.incorpora.org

5.2.3 LÀBORA PROGRAM

The Làbora Program, which began in 2014, is led by
the Institut Municipal de Serveis Socials of the Barcelona City Government, in collaboration with the social
entities represented by ECAS (Entitats Catalanes d’Acció Social), FEICAT (Empreses d’Inserció de Catalunya)

and the Red Cross, in addition to the city’s business
network. Since its launch and throughout 2019, Fundación Exit has actively participated in the Làbora Program, specifically in the area of research.

In 2019
Contracts

Equal to or longer
than 6 months

2.634 459
Fundación Exit:

213

*

Fundación Exit:

*

111

Contracts by gender

Type of work day

Men

Full-time

Women

938

1.696 1.371 1.263

Fundación Exit:

89

Part-time

*

129

Fundación Exit:*

116

97

*Fundación Exit’s contribution to the Làbora program.

Additional information is
available at the Làbora
program website
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05.3 NETWORKING

In accordance with the approach set out in the new
Strategic Plan, we continue to focus on networking
with other entities (both institutions and NGOs) in
order to offer young people efficient and effective
training itineraries. In our case, we strongly defend
“specialized” networking: we seek out entities focused
on classroom training which greatly value corporate
volunteer projects that bring young people closer to
the reality of the business world, thus complementing
their work with our projects.
Once again, we’d like to emphasize the efforts made
in platforms such as the United in Support of Employment initiative, the Social Mentoring Coordinator,
ECAS, the Spanish Association of Foundations or the
Youth Employment Network. In 2019, we added Voluntare, an international network for the promotion of
corporate volunteering in Europe and Latin America.
Likewise, collaboration with public administrations,
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specifically with the departments of education and
employment, is worth mentioning. A good instance of
these synergies was the meeting with the Minister
of Education and Vocational Training, Isabel Celaá,
together with 11 other foundations focused on vocational training. This served to start a great alliance
to update vocational training in the medium term
with a specific work plan to unite the efforts of all the
organizations involved.
Another good example is the meeting in Seville with
CECE-Andalusia, representatives from the Government and companies committed to socially vulnerable young people—a cooperation that was obtained
over the course of the year through networking.

5.3.1 NETWORKS IN WHICH
FUNDACIÓN EXIT PARTICIPATES
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06
YOUTH
PROFILES
In 2019,

1,639 young people participated in our projects:
1,256 young people in the projects:
383 young people in the PASSWORK Project

Country of origin

Gender
23%

63%

Latin
America

Spain

9%

2%

Asia
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FaMExit

1%

2%

Western
Sub-Saharan Europe
Africa

North Africa

59%

Men

41%

Women

07
VOLUNTEER WORK
In 2019, 24 volunteers donated their time to collaborate with Fundación Exit. For the people who have
been with us for many years now and those who are
just starting out, we thank you for all your work, enthusiasm and dedication. You are the ones who have
made our projects possible. Thank you so much!

Adelaida Aliaga, Abel Aranda, Albert Ayza, Alejandra
Díaz Royuela, Ángela Borja, Bito Cels, Brittany Arteaga, Christine Roiron, Claudia Romero, Elena Cuadrado, Emily Gutiérrez, Enrique Romans, Héctor Domínguez Jiménez, Isabel Verdejo, Jaime Fernandez, Juan
Manuel Álvarez, Juan Pérez Rodríguez, Llanos Puerto,
Mar Molina Ruiz (Imagen en acción), María Eugenia
Serrano, Marga Pérez Baño, Melisa Hernandez, Natxo
Velasco and Patricia Hernández.

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERS THROUGH THE PROJECTS:

673

10

Watch the video of Soledad Cobo, a KPMG Corporate
Volunteer:

49

23

Watch the video of María José Menduiña, a KPMG
Corporate Volunteer:
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08
COMMUNICATION
AND EVENTS
#EXITSTORIES
Awareness campaign based on testimonies
from Exit youths via email and social media.

Watch Paulino’s #ExitStory video:

If you haven't watched them yet, discover the
stories behind Paulino, Ángela and Libertad!  

Watch Ángela's #ExitStory video:
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Watch Libertad's #ExitStory video:

“WOULD YOU LIKE TO MEET THE WORKER OF TOMORROW?” BREAKFAST
Interactive encounter between companies and young
people in order to share dreams, concerns, obstacles and priorities. Creating an active listening forum

among different stakeholders is part of the DNA of
our new 2018–2021 Strategic Plan in which the young
people’s perspective is crucial for goal setting.

Watch the event’s video
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LAUNCH OF THE NEW EDUO MODEL
Through an audiovisual campaign, we show how the
students presented their proposals for educational
challenges to reduce school dropout trends and connect intermediate vocational training students with

companies looking for more technical profiles. And in
this way, bridge the gap between supply and demand
in the labor market.

Watch the “New eDuo Model” campaign video
50 2019 REPORT

THE DAY BEFORE
“The Day Before” is a series of videos starring Exit
alumni, which cover cross-curricular competencies
and their importance in the world of education and

work in a dynamic and entertaining way. They are sent
to young people the day before the skills training session is given in the classroom.

The Day Before | Managing emotions by Mayelin:

The Day Before | Adaptability according to Félix:

The Day Before | Willingness to learn according
to Moha:

The Day Before | Organization according to
Riana:
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LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR DAY-TO-DAY WORK! FOLLOW US!
Our social media presence continues to grow in terms
of the number of followers and engagement, as per

Facebook

6.306
fans

Twitter

6.512
followers

Instagram

1.907
followers

Linkedin

4.305
followers

Youtube

9.039
views
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the goals defined in our action plan and presence
model.

90.499

page views at
www.fundacionexit.org
*Data from December 31st, 2019

MEDIA APPEARANCES
110 times

Throughout 2019, we appeared
in different print and audiovisual media outlets across Spain.

Watch the Antena3 feature

See the El Periódico article

See the eldiario.es article

See all appearances
in the media

EVENTS
“National Congress on SR: Sharing Experiences”
event organized by the Government of Aragon and
Foro ResponsabilizarRSe
“Corporate Volunteering Encounter” organized by
Voluntare

“3rd Espai Làbora Networking Event” organized by
the Barcelona City Government
“Corporate Volunteering at the Local Level” event
organized by the Alicante Provincial Government
See all the events
we have participated in
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PRIZES AND AWARDS
CEMEX-Tec Award for Collaborative Action for the
“Ecosystems in the Educational Success of Young
People” project, which gives global recognition for
high-impact proposals in the areas of sustainable
development, innovation and social entrepreneurship, awarded by the CEMEX-Tecnológico de Monterrey Center for the Development of Sustainable
Communities.

First prize for “Innovation for Professional Orientation” for the Coach Project awarded by Bosch Spain.

Watch the initiative’s video
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09
FUNDRAISING
CAUSE MARKETING
Donation of 1% of all sales through the Yurbban
Hotels website between January and June 2019.

10% donation from the sale of Insertcoin change
purses at Fnac shops.

Presence at the Colectivosvip.com website, through
which Colectivos Vip users are given the chance to
collaborate with Fundación Exit.

SPECIAL COLLABORATIONS
Solidarity wedding of Raúl González
Donation of the proceeds from the book “Winners:
El método para ganar clientes en la era de Amazon” by
Pablo Foncillas.
Fundraising through Banco Santander’s Solidarity
Market at its Luca de Tena headquarters in Madrid
and organized by SAT.
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Participation in an activity to donate funds from the
SAGE Foundation through a Team Building activity.
Participation in the Charity Gala auction organized
by the SAGE Foundation.
Donation of the proceeds from the Gala Dinner of
the Spanish Logistics Center within the framework
of the 2019 Spanish Logistics Center Workshop.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
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GOVERNMENT

PARTNERS
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LATEST NEWS FROM
THE GOVERNING
BODIES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
In 2019, the positions of Javier Ruiz and Borja Oria
came to an end. After two terms of office, they
thought it best not to continue in order to ensure the
constant renewal of the Board of Trustees. Likewise,
Yolanda Menal, Paco Prat and Félix Bonmatí voluntarily resigned due to the change of responsibilities at
their respective companies, which was incompatible
with attending the Board meetings on a regular basis.
We would like to thank all of them for their contribution throughout these years to the fulfillment of the
Foundation's mission.

To replace them, Blanca Gómez joined as an expert in
Human Resources, Eva Ferrer as an expert in the technological field, Lucía Lafita as a financial expert and
Ángel Pérez Pardo de Vera as the new secretary of the
Board of Trustees.
The main topic discussed by the Board of Trustees
during the first two meetings of the year was the design and approval of the new Strategic Plan, as well as
the monitoring of its deployment. The October meeting mainly revolved around the Exit Team Up! Project
(Exit alumni community) and four Exit alumni took
part in the meeting.

ADVISORY COUNCIL
With regard to the Advisory Council, Ana Vallés, the
President of the Sorigué Group, joined it in 2019.
During the two meetings that were held, the Advisory
Council helped design the strategy to implement the
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projects across the different regions. Exit youths also
participated during the meetings, which was one of
the things that the members greatly appreciated.

11
ORGANIZATIONAL
CHART OF THE TEAM
OF PROFESSIONALS
This was the structure of the team of professionals
in 2019. What’s more, we have had the support of
young people from the Employment Plan Program of

the Government of Catalonia’s Employment Service in
some of the areas.

GET TO
KNOW THE
TEAM!
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General
Management

Projects

Corporate
Development

Administration and
Finance

Partnerships and
Philanthropy

Project
Management

Corporate
Development
Management

Head of
Administration
and Finance

Head of
Partnerships and
Philanthropy

Head of
Communications

Project
Coordination

Incorpora
Technical
Team

Administrative
and Financial
Support
Team

Partnerships and
Philanthropy
Area
Oﬃcer

Communications
Oﬃcer

Technical
Project
Team
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Communications

12
TRANSPARENCY,
QUALITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
The profit/loss for this fiscal year was

€35,927

Fundación Exit owns a 50% stake in two temporary
joint ventures. The first is the “Fundación Adsis and
Fundación Exit temporary joint venture, Law 18/1982
of May 26”, which carries out the “New Opportunities for Young People (under file reference number
SOC-2015-444) program within the framework of the
Youth Guarantee”; and the second is the “Fundación
Adsis and Fundación Exit, number 2, temporary joint
venture, Law 18/1982 of May 26”, which carries out
the “New Opportunities for Young People program
(file reference number SOC-2017-312) within the
framework of the Youth Guarantee”.
The amounts listed below represent Fundación Exit’s
50% stake in the assets, liabilities, sales and profits/
losses of the two temporary joint ventures. These
amounts have been included in the entity’s balance
sheet and income statement.

REVENUE

In the 2018–2019 fiscal year, we received:

EXPENSES

The total for expenses was:
Project spending
reached:

€2,114,107
€2,078,180
€1,675,221
which entails
80.6% of the total

AMOUNT SPENT ON EACH PROJECT
€316,361
€341,893
€310,962
€214,315
€491,689
€198,882
€204,077

Coach Project

15.2 %

eDuo Project

16.5 %

Yob Project

15 %

Yob Project

10.3 %

PASSWORK

23.7 %

Fundraising

9.6 %

Admin. & Finance

9.8 %
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HOW WE OBTAIN OUR REVENUE

€2,114,107

€1,059,985

50.1 %

Contributions from
private entities and
companies

€841,781
39.8 %

Public funds

€173,156

8.2 %
Others

€39,185
1.9 %

Donations from individuals

HOW WE DISTRIBUTE OUR FUNDS

€2,078,180

€1,675,221
80.6 %

Mission

€204,077
€198,882

9.6 %

Fundraising
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9.8 %

Administration and Finance

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The annual accounts were audited by EY. The financial
statements with their corresponding audit report and

ASSETS

the financial report are available at the Fundación Exit
website.
		2018–2019		

2017–2018

NON-CURRENT ASSETS		
63,253			

111,155

CURRENT ASSETS		

493,041		

497,479

556,294		

608,634

Intangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets
Long-term financial investments

Inventories
Users and other receivables from own activity
Trade and other receivables
Short-term financial investments
Short-term accruals and deferrals		
Cash and equivalent liquid assets		

TOTAL ASSETS		

NET EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
NET EQUITY		

Own funds
Founding capital / social fund
Founding capital / social fund
Reserves
Accumulated losses from previous years		
Surplus from the fiscal year
Subsidies, donations and bequests received

42,739
5,058
15,456

		
1,333
13,117
325,880
0
2,427			
150,284			

		
2018–2019		

240,075		

		
68,942
48,081
48,081
		
46,154
(61,220)			
35,927
		
171,133

87,538
10,480
13,137

1,333
194,050
248,186
20
2,352
51,538

2017–2018

425,738
33,015
48,081
48,081
46,154
107,319
(168,539)
392,723

CURRENT LIABILITIES		
316,219			

182,896

TOTAL NET EQUITY AND LIABILITIES		

608,634

Short-term debt
Debt with credit institutions		
Trade and other payables
Other payables
Other government credits/loans

		
56,119
56,119			
		
260,100
		
245,719
14,381

556,294		

909
909
181,987
181,987
0
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INCOME STATEMENT AND BALANCE SHEET
Income statement for the fiscal year ending on August 31, 2019. (expressed in euros)
2018–2019		

ONGOING TRANSACTIONS

1,948,979

2017–2018

1,515,874

Net turnover		
Associate and affiliate fees
Revenues from promotions, sponsors, and partners
Provision of services		
Subsidies, donations and bequests attributable to
surplus from the fiscal

12,191			
363,017			
611,884			
961,887			

16,551
247,108
20,935
1,231,280

Expenses from aid and others		
Monetary aid
Other revenues from the activity		
Personnel expenses		
Other expenses from the activity
Depreciation of fixed assets		
Other profits/losses		

(21,269)			
		
(21,269)
164,872			
(1,121,458)		
(869,683)			
(62,720)			
(2,067)			

(44,648)
(44,648)
46,111
(1,076,507)
(530,664)
(73,799)
(3,761)

OPERATING PROFIT/LOSS		
36,654			

(167,394)

FINANCIAL PROFIT/LOSS		
(727)			

(1,145)

PROFIT/LOSS BEFORE TAX		

35,927			

(168,539)

REVENUES AND EXPENSES DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE
TO NET EQUITY		

409,889		

467,517

Financial revenues
Financial expenses

Subsidies received

		
1
		
(728)

		
409,889

0
(1,145)

467,517

		

(753,352)

Subsidies received

(753,352)

RECLASSIFICATION OF THE SURPLUS FROM THE FISCAL YEAR (631,479)		
NET EQUITY VARIATION DUE TO REVENUES
AND EXPENSES DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO
NET EQUITY
TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS, NET EQUITY VARIATION
IN THE FISCAL YEAR		
View the complete audit report
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(631,479)

(221,590)		

(285,835)

(185,663)		

(454,374)

TRANSPARENCY AND GOOD PRACTICES
In addition to publishing how our funds
are obtained and spent, we voluntarily
submit to the analysis of transparency
and good practices of Fundación Lealtad.
This is a unique emblem in Spain that
helps donors to clearly and easily identify NGOs that comply with their current
requirements in terms of transparency
and effective management.

With this seal, donors have the certainty of knowing that Fundación Exit focuses its efforts in the areas in which it
has experience, that its communication
is reliable and does not lead to errors,
and that they can find out the percentage of expenses allocated to its mission, among other indicators.
See Transparency and
Good Practices report

ISO CERTIFICATION
Once again, LGAI Technological Center, S.A. (Applus+) has certified that the
quality system of Fundación Exit meets

the requirements of the UNE-EN ISO
9001:2015 standard.
See
ISO certification

EXTERNAL PROJECT EVALUATION
The external evaluation of our projects is one of Exit’s strategic commitments for the coming years. In 2018,
we already did an initial evaluation with
Ivalua and in 2019, we did an evaluation
with Red2Red, a leading organization in
the evaluation of social development
projects, which carried out an “Evalua-

tion of the Design and Implementation
of the Coach and eDuo Projects”. The
final report is a source of learning for
the improvement of these projects, as
it gathers quantitative and qualitative
information from young people, educators and corporate volunteers.
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13
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
In 2015, the UN approved the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development, which contains 17
Sustainable Development Goals.
Fundación Exit’s operations have
a direct impact on SDG4, SDG17
and SDG8.

76.9%

of young people continue
their training upon completing a Fundación Exit program.*

50.3%

of young people have obtained work experience upon completing
a Fundación Exit program.*

+700

Companies

+400

educational centers
and social entities

+4,500

corporate volunteers

+10

Government

*Data obtained from calls made to young participants from the
2018–2019 school year (1 year after completion)
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14
SUPPORT
FUNDACIÓN EXIT
Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, 17.3%* of young
people dropped out of school and 33%* of
young people under 25 years of age were unemployed in Spain, the worst data in the EU.
Now, the future of young people is much more

complex and initiatives and actions are needed
to help solve this situation.

*Data: Eurostat January 2020, INE Q1 2020

AN
OPPORTUNITY
CAN CHANGE
EVERYTHING!
CLICK TO TAKE
ACTION!

Make a one-time
donation
or become a member!
Help us to improve
youth employability
and lower school
dropout rates.
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Promote
corporate
volunteering in
your organization!
Get your
employees
involved in a
solidarity action.

Hire a
young person!
Offer a
job
opportunity.
Send an email to info@fundacionexit.org to request
additional information.
www.fundacionexit.org/colabora/
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Email address:
info@fundacionexit.org
Fundación Exit Barcelona
Calle Pelayo 44, 3ª planta
08001 Barcelona (Spain)
+34 93 231 99 57

Fundación Exit Madrid
Impact Hub Barceló
Calle Serrano Anguita 13
28004 Madrid
+34 91 355 19 70

www.fundacionexit.org
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